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PART A – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

Introduction
VIST (defined below) is a new and unique payment platform that enables Content Creators
to generate more revenue than is possible on any other platform. VIST provides immediate
improvements to all Creators, more money in their pocket means that they can create and
invest back into the production, improving quality, expanding reach and accelerating growth
in their personal brand and content channels.
VIST is designed from the ground up to cater to the real world needs of people working in
the Content industry, most of whom work extremely hard yet make very little money due to
the time intensive and increasingly saturated market that they are competing in. Every Dollar
makes a huge difference and we understand this. We have a long history of working with
Streamers and Content Creators across a range of spheres, including Esports, Travel, Motor
Sports, Lifestyle and Vloggers of all kinds. We have a deep understanding of the challenges
that Creators face on a daily basis and this has led to the creation of VIST. Existing platforms
that Creators utilize for the monetization their content, operate within a fee for service
model that does have a significant impact on the ability for Creators to live, earn and thrive
in their chosen career. VIST is introducing a new model that will help solve these
fundamental issues that creators face on a daily basis.
However fixing the situation isn’t simply a case of trimming costs from the current payment
platform offerings. Shaving a few fractions of percent in transaction fees isn’t enough to
make a material difference to the monthly income of Creators, nor is it sufficient to act as a
Unique Selling Point allowing for a new platform to gain market share. There are already
existing platforms that are marketing themselves as a leaner, trimmed type of platform and
following this path one step further isn’t the revolution that we want.
No, the entire way that Content Payment Platforms operate needs to be redesigned if we
hope to disrupt the market, and this is what we have done with VIST. It is a fundamentally
different business model. This not only enables an immediate and significant positive impact
on Creators income, however it also opens up additional revenue channels and opportunities
for us as a business that are outside of the scope of the traditional payment platforms.
It is our hope that this Document will help detail what the market opportunities are, what
VIST does differently and how that makes it better than the existing competition.
The entirety of this Document is subject to the Disclaimers set out in Section L (Disclaimers)
of this Document.

2.

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

2.1

Definitions
The following capitalized terms shall have the meanings given beside them when referred
to in this Document:
“Code Monster / VIST Holding Company” has the meaning given to it in Section 3.2 below.
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“Content Creation” means the contribution of Content to any media and most especially to
digital media for an end-user / audience. Typical forms of content creation include
maintaining and updating websites, blogging, article writing, photography, videography,
online commentary, the maintenance of social media accounts, and editing and distribution
of digital media.
“Content” is something that is to be expressed through some medium, as speech, writing or
any of various arts for self-expression, distribution, marketing and / or publication as part of
a Content Creation process.
“Creator” or “Content Creator” means a person or entity whether corporate or otherwise
that is involved with the production, manufacture or any activity of or in connection with
any Content Creation.
“Live Streamer” means a person or entity who broadcasts themselves or a person through
a Live Stream or prerecorded video.
“NFT” means a non-fungible token.
“Orgs” means an entity that contracts professional e-sports players and / or content creators
under a brand umbrella for the purpose of representing that brand in their activities.
“Streamer” means a person or entity whether corporate or otherwise that is involved with
the production, manufacture or any activity of or in connection with any Streaming.
“Streaming” means media or multimedia that is delivered and consumed in a continuous
manner from a source, with little or no intermediate storage in network elements; and refers
to the delivery method of Content, rather than the Content itself.
“Team” means each and all those persons listed in Section K (The VIST Team) of this
Document.
“VIST” or “VIST Business” has the meaning given to it in Section Error! Reference source not
found. below.
“VIST Assets” has the meaning given to it in Section 3.1 below.

3.

ABOUT VIST

3.1

Assets
The main assets of the VIST Business (defined below) including VIST Business related
trademarks, intellectual property, systems, know and other assets and infrastructure (the
“VIST Assets”) are owned by Code Monster / VIST Holding Company (defined below).

3.2

Incorporation
CODE MONSTER LIMITED (with company number 6349253) (“Code Monster / VIST Holding
Company”) whose registered office is at Level 1, 6 Johnsonville Road, Johnsonville,
Wellington, 6037, New Zealand was incorporated on 2 August 2017.
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PART B – STREAMING AND CREATORS’MARKETS AND OPPORTUNITIES

4.

THE STREAMING MARKET AND OPPORTUNITIES

4.1

The Market
The Content Creation and live Streaming industries grew substantially last year as people
sought ways to stay connected during the Coronovirus lockdown. Celebrities, famous
athletes, musicians, and artists have all used live Streaming platforms like Facebook Gaming,
Twitch, and YouTube to connect with their communities at a time when real human
interaction was extremely limited. As a result, Streaming platforms have continued to set
new records each quarter. In fact, for the third quarter in a row, Twitch just broke its record
for the number of hours streamed.
NeoReach and InfluenceMarketingHub released their May 2021 report in which they found
that in the three quarters up to October 2020, $850 million in venture capital had been
poured into the Creator Economy space in start-up investments. They went on to state the
following:
“Paired with an influencer marketing industry size of $13.8 Billion in 2021 and the hundreds
of new startup’s in the space, we predict the total Creator market size to be at least $104.2
Billion and growing by the day.
If you consider that the Gig Economy is estimated to be valued at anywhere between $1-4.5
Trillion by 2023 and the Creator Economy is on a similar trajectory, then we’ve got some bold
growth ahead of us – to $1 Trillion, and beyond! Creators are businesses themselves….
Combined the business providing monetization for Creators are paying out hundreds of
millions of dollars per year to tens of thousands of Creators, but there are over 100 newly
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funded companies entering the space. So again, it’s safe to say that the Creator Economy
boom has hit full stride in 2021 with an estimated $104.2B market size (as of May 2021).”
Traditional media feels antiquated now. The migration to digital media is in full swing and
we are focused on the backbone of this new market – the Creators themselves. Our goal is
simple, to help Creators make more money and empower them to create and explore more.

4.2

References and Supporting articles
https://www.forbes.com/sites/maddieberg/2020/12/18/the-highest-paid-youtube-starsof-2020/?sh=55fc28006e50
https://streamlabs.com/content-hub/post/liveStreaming-q218-report-streamlabs-obsdoubles-tipping-breaks-record-36m-twitch-hits-1m
https://streamlabs.com/content-hub/post/approaching-Streaming-and-content-creationlike-a-business
https://streamlabs.com/content-hub/post/streamlabs-and-stream-hatchet-q2-liveStreaming-industry-report
https://influencermarketinghub.com/creator-earnings-benchmark-report/
https://medium.com/@dougshapiro/getting-creators-paid-is-the-next-big-thing-in-media8d5e88bc7895
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PART C – VIST’S STATUS, ITS TEAM AND DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

5.

VIST’S CURRENT STATUS AND DEVELOPMENT

5.1

Current Status
2022 is an exciting year, We have already completed design and development for version 1.0
of the VIST app. What comes next is preparing for Launch and building our team further to
ensure effective execution of the Marketing plan. Please see below where we are today.

5.2

Current Resources and App status
We have successfully completed, prototyping, design and feature development for version
one of the product on Android and iOS. Our backend API and services are 100% complete as
is the Admin web interface.
We have in place the integrations that are required for Content Hosting, Social interaction
and Community building (Discord and YouTube). Payment processing and the integration of
the webhooks and Wise API are also complete. We have all initial Security and Integrity
measures in place.
We will migrate to .net Maui for version 2 of the app
While the app is feature complete, it is not yet ready for launch. As we need to integrate the
token and internal mechanisms for fiat to token conversions as well as reconciliation tools
with the underlying blockchain.
The initial version one release is scheduled for the beginning of July 2022
We have another major release scheduled for October that will introduce the Content
Funding marketplace that is detailed later in this document.
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PART D – VIST AND CONTENT CREATORS’ SUCCESS

6.

THE VALUE OF VIST TO THE MARKET

6.1

Mitigation of Content Creators’ Issues & Challenges
Creators face existential issues every day, most are struggling to transition from being parttime creators supported by working in traditional jobs, over to fulltime Creators and the ones
that have transitioned are faced with massive uncertainty and risk on a daily basis to meet
their financial obligations.
It all adds up to take a real toll on creators’ mental health, leading to burnout, loss of
creativity, anxiety, and stress. One recent survey shows that 93% of creators have
experienced stress that has negatively impacted their lives, and 45% say they have
experienced emotional lows since becoming a creator. The reasons for this are multifaceted,
however finances represent one of the largest single factors with 65% of all creators
surveyed stating that they struggle to earn a reasonable income.
Additionally, even successful creators understand that they need to keep increasing
production quality, investing into new hardware, new supporting team members, such as
editors and videographers and there are entire genres of Content that also require
substantial capital investment for each new Content series. Creators must continually
evolve.
For example; Travel and adventure channels can’t just stay in one place filming the same
rope bridge! Creators across the entire spectrum must create new experiences, from Gamers
immersed in virtual worlds through to Lifestyle and Health channels documenting daily life,
all must strive to find new and interesting experiences to bring to their audiences.
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To put this into context, 89% of all creators surveyed are interested in discovering a new,
radical way of building a business as a creator.
So what are the actual issues that Creators face right now:
(a)

How do I maximize the money I am receiving today?

(b)

How do I continue to create fun and original Content?

(c)

How do I increase engagement and build a sense of community with my audience?

(d)

How do I build brand awareness and share my Content with new audiences?

(e)

How do I reduce money lost through chargebacks and false pledges?

VIST helps Creators address all of these fundamental issues, other platforms look at creators
and the immense amount of activity they generate as a product to be exploited, VIST looks
at creators as partners that we can support and create success together and how do we do
this? By helping to solve the 5 fundamental issues listed above.

6.2

Creator Chargeback and Survey references
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2020/02/28/chargeback-challenges-onthe-rise-for-twitch-streamers/?sh=2c2cb16468a4

https://newcreatormanifesto.com/
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PART E – VIST PROMOTES AND BRINGS VALUE CREATION FOR SOCIAL MEDIA, INFLUENCERS
AND CONTENT CREATORS

7.

VIST AS A PLATFORM OF CHOICE BY INFLUENCERS AND CONTENT CREATORS

7.1

We are not only a Payment Platform, we are a Growth Platform
VIST is a new payment and growth platform for Content Creators that offers everyone
substantially increased revenue compared to any other payment provider in the current
ecosystem for direct community support payments (which is by far the main revenue
mechanism of the majority of Content Creators).

7.2

How we are a Funding Platform
The increased revenue is ensured because VIST provides a zero fees platform on all payments
that the creators receive from their community (this can be real time donations received
during Live Streams on twitch and YouTube, or delayed interactions such as Patreon’s - per
creation or scheduled periodic subscription payments). Every 3rd party payment processor
in existence charges commissions, processing and/or platform fees (PayPal and most other
payment processors have a 2-3% charge + a fixed fee of usually around $0.30 in addition to
currency conversion fees, this is what the processor charges on a per transaction basis,
usually they also charge the creator a fixed monthly fee + withdrawal fees. Platforms such
as Patreon charge additional "platform fees" which can be up to 12% of the total revenue
generated and Only Fans charges a flat 20% fee on all payments, yet it gets worse, YouTube
takes a 30% commissions on its “members” feature and Twitch recently announced that they
are moving universally to a 50% commission basis for paid subscriptions.
Additionally creators can lose up to an additional 1 - 5% of all income due to chargebacks,
malicious and false pledges.
Combined all of these factors means that creators are losing between 15 - 60% of all the
revenue they generate. VIST does away with all of this, the creators will always receive 100%
of the money their viewers and community send to them.
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7.3

Combined: a Payment, Funding and Growth Platform
VIST has the unique benefit of enabling creators and their viewers to earn additional funds
on top of the actual payments sent by their audience and this is where the financial benefit
of VIST really starts to stack up. Not only do we save Creators 15 - 60% of their revenue that
is currently lost on existing platforms, we also provide new and additional revenue that
would otherwise be unavailable to them. This means that the actual delta in financial benefit
for Creators on the VIST platform vs any other payment platform can reach to 20 - 80% or
more.
VIST is Unique: This is because VIST is a Payment, Funding and Growth platform

8.

THE VIST PAYMENT PLATFORM
Payment gateways are an expensive as detailed previously, so how does VIST avoid these
expenses? There are two aspects to this, one is reducing the costs associated with processing
payments and the second is to offset these costs through use of funds and the opportunities
that this brings.
Card payment gateways have to deal with a lot of administrative costs and expenses,
including things such as chargebacks, insurance, fraud investigations and protecting the
storage of critical customer information, such as credit card details. These all add up
significantly to the overheads incurred in processing even the most basic transactions. It also
inherently puts people at risk due the fact that card details can be compromised.
VIST has decided to instead rely on blockchain and cryptocurrencies as a secure, transparent
and fast mechanism to enable payments. We also however understand that billions of
dollars’ worth of payments are processed via platforms like Patreon where the supporters
may be in a demographic that is less comfortable opening crypto wallets etc. However we
still want enable the same level of security for these people also. We achieve this by
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supporting the ability for these users to make a standard bank transfer payment to add funds
to their VIST account. We internally maintain a liquidity pool of the VIST token so that people
making transfers via traditional means are assigned an internal wallet address and tokens
without any barrier to entry that would turn away many users of existing platforms such as
Patreon.
In our view it is critically important that everyone feels comfortable and secure. Card
payments by their very nature are risky (hence the expenses that processors incur to try to
make them safe) this is because of the fundamental “take” vs “give” mechanics of cards vs
other payment methods. Once someone has your card details, they can “take” money from
a user. Whereas with Crypto transaction or bank transaction it is a fundamentally different
process. In these transactions you “give / push” the funds, you do not hand over your critical
details to anyone. No information ever is stored on the web where someone can then use
that information to “take” from you. With Cards. that is always the risk and at VIST we cannot
accept that, security and peace of mind is fundamental to everything that we do.
In most countries around the world bank transfers are free and instant and familiar to
everyone, with the notable exception of the US, where ACH transfers are slow and expensive,
as such we are working to support Zelle payments and also establish partnerships with
CashApp and Venmo to facilitate fast and secure payment options and we wait for the new
RTP network with bated breath.
9.

VIST – PAYMENT REVENUE

9.1

What Differentiates the VIST Payment Platform from its Competitors?
VIST operates a unique mechanism where we offset the fees that are normally charged by
payment processors and to generate revenue and profit for the company by incentivizing
the creators and supports on the platform to lock in a small portion of their funds with VIST
for a limited time, which we then use to generate revenue through other mechanisms.
These include, staking and interest bearing options with other cryptocurrency platforms, the
purchase of cloud mining resources to support the wider crypto sphere, and a variety of
other opportunities within the digital, metaverse and real worlds. Thus driving revenue and
profits for VIST.
VIST then returns a portion of this back to the creators and supporters in the form of bonuses
and airdrops. So for example. A creator would normally pay 12% of their revenue to Patreon
in the form of a platform fee, which is just gone forever. They can instead stake 12% of their
revenue with VIST for a period of say 90 days when it is then returned in addition to potential
bonuses and rewards resulting in additional revenue for the creator. Thus VIST generates
revenue, while providing a free service and valuable service facilitating payments between
Creators and their Audience.
We are able to provide increased protection for our users, removing entirely the need for
critical details to be stored online, eliminate the fees that all other payment processors rely
on and that severely impact on the daily lives of creators and their ability to live and create
freely. Because we generate revenue not by charging transaction fees, but rather by
amalgamating these various small individual payments into larger equity pools that enable
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positions to be executed in various revenue generating mechanisms that are only viable at a
scale that is impossible for the vast majority of individuals.
The benefits for the Creators is extremely clear - using our platform over any of the others
in existence will ensure they receive a minimum of 15-25% more money in their bank
account due to the fees that we don’t charge, chargebacks and malicious pledging tactics
that can’t exist with a transparent transaction system that blockchain provides. All combined
with the potential for additional gains in accordance with how much and for how long each
creator chooses to stake a portion of their tokens into our ecosystem.
The benefits to the supports is equally clear, they are also able to participate in staking and
rewards, all while making fewer transactions (a single deposit can facilitate multiple
payments to creators), while reducing their risk by removing entirely cards and the “take”
transaction mechanism entirely.
9.2

VIST – Payment Platform Miscellaneous
We utilize the Wise platform to generate local bank accounts within the majority of our
target geographic locations. This enables us to avoid international transfers and Swift
charges, and to receive real time transaction notifications via the wise API and webhooks.
The speed and user experience across most territories we are initially targeting is on par with
card payments. Funds are credited into their VIST balance nearly instantaneously for more
than 600 million people living in Europe, the UK, Singapore, Turkey, new Zealand, Canada,
Australia etc. Apps such as Zelle, CashApp and Venmo ensure broad coverage across the US
market and of course Cryptocurrencies for those that are comfortable transacting in this
technology.
We will work to expand payment options, particularly further into Asia and also to support
more payment options (as long as they adhere to our requirements of cost effective, fast,
secure and implement the push/give model rather than pull/take).
Our goal is for VIST to become an active and integral part of the wider Crypto ecosystem,
providing resources and capabilities to other projects where there is strong synergy, for
instance, mining resources, hosting nodes and integrations. We see a lot of potential for VIST
as a payment gateway into other Creator platforms, including NFT’s and merchandising.
Creator support is proven as a motivating factor driving everyday people to make
transactions, to contribute to and make a positive impact on the endeavours of Creators.
VIST is tapping into this, we know that people will make transactions on our platform,
because the motivation and desire to do so is proven and factual. When it comes to other
ancillary services such as NFT’s etc, it is a different story, can an NFT market place truly drive
payments and transactions through their systems for the majority of people that support
creators that are not Crypto savvy? It is debatable. However VIST can and will, because we
meet their actual needs and desires now and once they have an account in VIST we can then
further reduce the friction that currently prevents these people from expanding into other
platforms such as NFT markets places.
We see a substantial potential for VIST to integrate with and facilitate payments across
multiple Crypto projects.
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PART F – VIST GROWTH FEATURES – CONTENT FUNDING
10.

CONTENT FUNDING

10.1

Access to Funding and Capital Maximization
The next biggest issue that Creators have is how they can improve and grow their Content
production. New equipment and resources requires capital investment, many creators have
no access to such capital and limited ability to raise it via traditional methods such as bank
loans due to the uncertainty of their income streams.
Therefore new Content is key to the success of a creator in so many ways. It not only ensures
that they keep their existing audience engaged, it will also compete with other creators in
their sphere and it also opens up new audiences as their Content begins to cover new topics
(for instance a travel vlogger, doing a sailing adventure, these are very different audiences,
airports, hotels and restaurants vs sailing, cruising, snorkelling etc. They are related and
completely acceptable for a creator to generate Content in both, but different audiences.
New types of Content also represents risk aside from the actual capital costs as it is a
different audience, so Creators very often choose not explore options like this. Creators will
think, “why should I invest $30k into a new Content series if I can’t guarantee that my existing
audience will watch it?” The answer is that the creators opt not to and this is a real shame
as it is likely that the creators existing audience will enjoy it as they get to watch their
favourite creator do something new and interesting, as well as give the creator exposure to
new audiences and growth opportunities.
VIST has the solution for this also, via Content crowdfunding, this is where established
creators with proven ability to execute on their Content can pitch an idea on the VIST
Content marketplace and have their audience and others who would like to see this creator
make this Content, meet the capital requirements. VIST will moderate and curate idea
submissions from the creators to ensure that the funding ask is viable, we will review budget
and also the creators reach and previous Content on their channels to ensure ability to
execute.
Once approved, the ideas will be listed with the budget requirements and VIST members can
pledge (the VIST platform holds in escrow) and upon successful funding, we enter into a
contract with the creator for the Content series, where we will share the ad and other
revenue generated from the platforms that host the Content (YouTube etc.) and any revenue
generated will be split between the creator and the contributing funders. This will ensure
that at least some of the costs are returned to the funders, and potentially depending on the
success of the Content series, all plus profits for the funders also. Most importantly, the fans
of the creator get to enjoy a new Content series that otherwise would never have been
done.

10.2

Content Funding - background
There is a significant trend going on in the Creator industry now, where e-sports Orgs are
investing massive sums to sign popular Content Creators, various hedge funds are investing
into scouting the "next big YouTube star" which they will help develop and promote. These
strategies have significant issues compared to our model. The risks that these hedge funds
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are taking is immense, they need to make substantial capital investments into production
facilities and staff, the need to scout and train potential creators and it might take them
years for their creators to gain traction and for their star to actually become known and
garner sufficient audience for it to begin repaying the investments made. Many of these
"stars" will just straight up fail and all investment made will be lost.
In terms of the Orgs signing established Content this also has risk, they need to pay significant
sums of money (because these are established stars that can demand a lot of money for
access to their time and viewership) and the legal side is complex, various controls around
what the creator can and cannot do, conflicts in interest between Org sponsors and the
Creators sponsorship deals (see the tfue vs faze clan legal battle). If the creator is signing
over any rights to their brand etc. it is complex and expensive. Though still very worthwhile
for the Orgs, look at 100 Thieves, who are an E-sports org, that have moved almost
exclusively into Content Creators rather than competitive players, because it's just more
lucrative, the viewership’s are very substantially higher for Content Creators than the
individual professional players - the benefits for the Org with the professional players comes
from the Leagues that they participate in, though the Orgs have no control over these
leagues, as those are controlled and run by the Game publisher and not the Orgs
participating.
So the details of our VIST model are key to mitigating risks and also ensuring that a much
broader range of creators from different spheres can participate in this trend - well instead
of paying substantial sums signing a Creator and locking them into long term deals that
encroach on branding and all sorts of other legal issues and instead of investing vast sums to
try and discover new talent, which has extremely high capital costs and ROI that won't break
even until many years into the future. We are instead going to focus exclusively on the
Content. And this is key, it's the Content that the viewers watch and it’s the Content that
converts the Creator's popularity into actual value.
By focusing on established creators with existing audiences and then enabling them to
explore new, exciting Content opportunities, via crowdfunding and ensuring that limited
deals for specific Content series removes IP and branding concerns from everyone involved.
In VIST’s opinion it is a Win Win scenario, for the Creators, their supporters and VIST.
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PART G – VIST’S COMPETITORS & VIST’S COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIATORS AND ADVANTAGES

11.

THE MARKET COMPETITORS
To provide context to the scale of the opportunity, lets highlight some of our competitors in
the Creator Support / Paid Content sphere.

11.1

11.2

11.3

Patreon
(a)

Valuation April 2021 - $4 billion

(b)

Number of Creators: 200+ Thousand

(c)

Number of Active Supports: 6+ Million

(d)

Creators on Patreon make an estimated $1 billion annually (TechCrunch).

(e)

Takes between 5% and 12% of Creator earnings as well as a payment processing fee
(averages to a combined total of 11.5%).

Only Fans
(a)

Valuation 2020 - $5.9 billion

(b)

Number of Creators: 1+ Million

(c)

Number of Active Supports: 50+ Million

(d)

Variety reported in November 2020 that more than $2 Billion had been paid to
Creators

(e)

Takes a flat 20% of all Creator earnings.

Buy Me A Coffee
(a)

Valuation – Unknown, they have raised 2 rounds of funding – However no
information was disclosed to the public about how much and at what valuation
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(b)

Number of Creators: 400,000+ Thousand

(c)

Number of Active Supports: - difficult to find Info, though in a Forbes interview they
stated “multi-million”

(d)

In the first quarter of 2021, creators were paid out $2.4 million.

(e)

Takes a flat 5% + payment processing fee of 2.9%
[The site has a “free to use” policy, which from the writer’s interpretation means in
practice that there is no fixed monthly subscription option (such as Patreon offers)
and instead only they take funds from actual payments (the 5%); however it should
be noted there is a 2.9% transaction fee – when analysing their technical
documentation one can discover that there is a setting on the creators options page
that pushes this 2.9% to the end user by default. This is rather than the creator or
platform absorbing it so the “free” really is perhaps not what users anticipate with
the literal meaning of the word. Saying this, in practice they are still cheaper than
most others.]

11.4

Others Generally
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11.5

Comparing VIST and the VIST Differentiators and Advantages
It is important to note that our competitor products are limited in their functionality, not
only by their business
model, but also by
fundamental aspects of
how they process
payments. For instance
Patreon, is not fit for
purpose for live Streaming
interactions. This is due to
the way that Patreon is
limited by its payment
processing. It rolls up the
subscription payments
into single transactions at
the beginning of each
month, this is to meet
compliance with their
gateway processor Stripe
and also to reduce the
hefty per transaction costs
on what are effectively
micro payments. However
in Live Streaming, when
people tip a creator, it
needs to be in real time,
so that the user gets the gratification of seeing their creator react to their donation, give
them a shoutout. It’s this instant gratification mechanism that Patreon cannot provide.
VIST however, offers all of the power of Patreon and in addition also real time, zero fee
micro transactions with integrations into the tools that Live Streamers rely on for such
notifications. Streamlabs, StreamElements, OBS etc.
Before VIST, people needed to subscribe to premium Content on one platform and then
make any Live Stream interactions on another platform, requiring yet more risk with card
details spread across multiple sites of varying quality and all the while paying significant
extra fees and charges. Tipping $2 when it incurs a $0.50 fee is outrageous, 25% of the
value added in fees. This is what people had to accept… Not anymore though!
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PART H – TOKEN ISSUANCE, USAGE AND INTEGRATIONS

12.

VIST – TOKEN USAGE AND INTEGRATIONS

12.1

The VIST Token
The VIST token is a utility Token used within our ecosystem, it is used to facilitate
transactions between supporters and creators in a frictionless manner.
Members will add to their their balance either with Fiat currency via bank transfer (and other
supported means as detailed previously) and the VIST systems will through the token
liquidity pool (which are replenished regularly via crypto market activities) provide the
supporter with a balance on their VIST account with the equivalent value of tokens.
Members can also deposit VIST tokens directly that they have purchased themselves via the
supported Crypto exchanges.
Members can then use their balance to perform a range of actions within the VIST platform,
these include items such as tipping, individual or recurring subscription payments to a
Creators Content across multiple tiers according to the creators desired paywall mechanism
(discord roles by default and other custom integrations depending on demand). This includes
one off special Content, live events, AMA, Streaming etc. as per the Creators configuration
via discord. Or monthly access with various tiers.
VIST currently has full integration with StreamLabs, Stream Elements and DonationAlerts to
provide real time tip notifications to Live Streamers (streamers typically integrate these via
OBS or SLOBS). These platforms combined cover 95% of the 3rd party ‘tipping’ gateways for
the Live Streaming market.
Members can stake tokens to earn additional rewards
Members can use tokens to crowdfund Content (VIST providing moderation, escrow and
contracting services)
Members will also be able to use the VIST token to participate in giveaways and other
competitions that creators configure via StreamLabs, Stream Elements and on twitch.
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Phase 3 planned for mid-2023 details the addition of a new esports / gaming focused layer
titled “Creators league” that will provide “twitch rivals” type events for creators. Though in
a more integrated league format across multiple game titles with a unique multi week
tournament structure – this is a significant development cycle and is detailed separately to
this Document.
12.2

Economy
The VIST token is a Utility Token designed to facilitate frictionless, secure and immutable
interactions between Creators and their Supporters within the scope of the VIST ecosystem.
It is important to understand the supply and demand forces at work and the impact these
have on the Token.
First, we need to understand potential demand (with the token acting as the only mechanism
to access the features within VIST including the much desired ability to access premium
Creator Content). There are 7 main spheres driving demand for the tokens in the markets;
-

Subscriptions to Premium Creator Content

-

Live Streaming (tipping / donations)

-

Content Funding

-

Excess balance for the purpose of staking for rewards and bonuses

-

Platform demand for converting revenue sourced outside of the VIST ecosystem to be
introduced into the VIST ecosystem in the form of rewards and bonuses.

-

Liquidity pools within VIST and with other 3rd parties such as project integrations and
exchanges

-

Other external participants that buy and hold the Token

We know from public data that the platforms we are specifically looking to disrupt, Patreon
and Streamlabs generate in excess of $2 billion in transactions per annum, and have a growth
rate Year on Year in excess of 30% currently. VIST will actively pursue capturing market share
across the entire spectrum of the Creator Economy.
The demand case is compelling and we have significant potential to disrupt and capture
significant market share due to our features and advantages over all other competitors, this
combined with how sensitive Creators are to the actual impact that commissions, fees and
chargebacks place on them means that we have a genuine opportunity to grow and establish
ourselves as the premier payments service within the creator economy.
We also need to consider the Content Funding release later this year and the impact that will
have – we can use statistics from Kickstarter which show that in the 12 months from May
2021 to April 2022 Kickstarter processed $733 Million in pledges.
Supply is the other half of the equation and this makes potential market conditions very
interesting as even though Creators will be selling tokens on a regular basis, this is offset by
the continuous demand to purchase tokens that occurs when users add to their token
balance to continue supporting subscriptions, continue tipping etc. This results in a liquid
and healthy market.
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Supply factors include;
-

New supply via vesting over a period of time until the max supply of 5,000,000,000 is
reached to ensure market stability.

-

Creators selling tokens in the exchanges to realize income.

-

Other long term holders of the token selling into the market

-

Sale of tokens assigned to VIST by users and creators for staking in other revenue
generating activities.

We will need to be careful when we integrate with other projects and when we add in
additional features to VIST that we do not cause undue price spikes that can add friction to
the market as there needs to be sufficient liquidity on a continuous basis to facilitate the
purchase of tokens for the functionality in the app.
However, overall there will be increasing demand, both in terms of growing userbase as well
as additional features and additional profits generated above the actual initial transaction
values that will require an increasing market price over time, particularly when the supply is
fully vested.
12.3

Summary of Proposed Terms for Token Agreement
We should like to confirm with the Exchange to which this Document is submitted its
preferred form or standard form of Token Agreement to be prepared. If there is no standard
form or preferred form of template agreement then the VIST Team shall be delighted to
submit a form of agreement.
For information purposes only, and subject to requirements of the Exchange to which this
Document is submitted, the proposed key terms for consideration of inclusion into the Token
Agreement are as follows:
Token Symbol: VIST
Smart Contract Support: ERC-20 and BEP-20
Token Total Supply: 5 billion (5,000,000,000)
Initial Token price: 0.05 USDT
IEO Token Sale Supply: 50 million (50,000,000)
Initial Total Supply: will be determined by a number of factors, including Airdrop support to
ensure any oversubscription of the Initial Token Sale is fully and fairly distributed.
Remaining tokens will be vested equally each month over a period of 60 months (5 years)
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PART I – VIST PROMOTION & MARKETING

13.

MARKETING OVERVIEW
We are in a unique position in terms of how we can market the app and onboard users. This
is because we never need to Market to the end user at all. Instead we only need to focus on
building connections with the Creators and for each creator that we onboard there is an
order of magnitude in the number of members that join our Platform.

13.1

Users’ Marketing
It is the Creators that define what platform(s) they use for their early access / paywalled
Content and it is the Creators who tell their audience which platform they need to use. So
the Creators themselves do most of the marketing for us. We will focus our efforts to
approaching and marketing to the Creators. We can do this in a timely and cost efficient
manner.
Additionally, each creator acts as a closed ecosystem and this is extremely advantageous
from a marketing perspective. Other apps that require interactions and marketplaces need
to have a certain critical mass to be effective. No one wants to play a multiple player
interactive game if there is only 10 people playing it, no one wants to signup for an NFT
market place or even a traditional marketplace if there is only 1 item to choose from.
VIST is different, in VIST the platform is fully useful and satisfactory for a user as long as their
creator is there. They don’t sign up to VIST to browse and peruse a selection of creators
(though as we grow they can do this also, simply its not the main motivating factor), no,
instead the motivating factor is that this in the way that they can gain access to their creators
early access and premium Content and that is a marketing dream.

13.2

Security & Control
Another aspect that we want to promote in our marketing material is the Security and
Control that VIST provides. The entire fact that we are not yet another app where they
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submit their critical card details is important. More than that though, on Patreon for instance
(and most if not all other subscription services) you have to manually cancel your
subscription, because your card details are tied to your bank balance and they can just keep
taking money out forever. In VIST it comes from your deposited balance within the app, so
you have complete control over that, if you allocated $50 then there will never ever be more
than $50 used. In Patreon, unless you manually say stop then the charges just keep going
forever.
We have conducted market research with our own connections in the Live Streaming world
and we have already had direct dialogue and testing of the VIST app with creators who have
universally provided extremely positive feedback and indicated that they will join as soon as
we launch and that they will mention VIST in their videos and streams and also list VIST on
their socials and web content as the preferred mechanism for their audience to support
them. Because they clearly understood the benefits that VIST brings to them.
VIST makes a real and genuine positive impact on the lives of Creators and this a powerful
marketing tool.
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PART J – VIST AND ITS MARKET OUTLOOK

14.

OPPORTUNITY
We have an amazing opportunity to establish ourselves in what is now one of the premium
growth markets in the world – the Creator economy and VIST as a payment / funding and
growth platform offers numerous expansion opportunities and revenue channels. We
believe that we have a compelling product that is as of now, already developed and has been
trialled in the real world with real creators and which received very encouraging feedback
from these.

15.

GOING FORWARD
What we do need is to ensure that we have the resources available to prepare our team,
establish our marketing materials, and continue development to reach and achieve our goals
as outlined in the roadmap, so that when we launch we do so in the most effective manner.

16.

BUSINESS MODEL
Our business model and technical goals are very specific in scope, very achievable. If
compared to other new Crypto projects, such as creating a new AAA game with fun and
enjoyable story and pay to earn mechanics. well the costs and timelines for new games is
well known. hundreds of developers taking years to develop. Also, Our business is not
dependent on the latest graphics and game play to be successful, this means that we are not
so easily displaced by the next game that is slightly newer. Our business is in a proven market,
we have a new and innovative approach that strengthens the bonds between our platform
and creators, we enable them and empower them to explore and develop as creators and
we can achieve this immediately.

17.

TOKEN LAUNCH
The VIST token launch will provide us with everything that we need to reach creators and
highlight to them the benefits that VIST provides and this is a very clear and achievable
purpose.
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PART L – DISCLAIMERS
18.

DISCLAIMERS
This document explains the business plan and vision and does not promise or guarantee that
the contents of this paper are accurate or that the business details will be implemented or
conducted at a certain point in the future. Therefore, in the process of business promotion,
based on reasonable management judgment, the contents regarding the business described
in this Document may be changed, supplemented, or deleted without notice to third parties,
and it should be sufficiently recognized that the actual business promotion may differ based
on business conditions and progress status.
In addition, restrictions may arise in the future regarding the issuance and use of
cryptocurrencies based on the legislative direction of each country’s government in relation
to this project, so some of the disclosures in this Document may need to be changed.
The token described in this white paper do not guarantee or signify that any equity interest,
shares, debts, securities, beneficiary interests, bonds, management participation rights, or
any other such rights based on these rights with respect to the platform’s business will be
granted or claimable.
Therefore, no benefit distributions or voting rights of any kind whatsoever are granted to
the coin/token owners, including rights to claim or participate in the determination of
dividends, distributions, or dispositions of profits that arise or will arise from the platform’s
business.
The sole purpose of this Document is to provide potential contributors to the development
of the platform, etc. information regarding the platform, and thus is not binding in any form
and does not impose any legal obligations on any entity.
The unauthorized copying or distribution of this Document is prohibited. No person or entity
may rely on any information in this Document other than the exchange to which this
Document is intentionally submitted by or for and on behalf of VIST.
Certain statements in this Document are not historical facts and are forward-looking
statements. Forward looking statements appear in various locations throughout this
Document. The statements contained in this Document that are not historical facts are
‘‘forward-looking’’ statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to a number
of risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the Code Monster / VIST Holding
Company or VIST’s or the VIST team’s control and all of which are based on VIST’s current
view and beliefs in relation to future events. Forward-looking statements are typically
identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, such as ‘‘achieve’’, ‘‘believes’’,
‘‘expects’’, ‘‘may’’, ‘‘will’’, ‘‘could’’, ‘‘would’’, ‘‘should’’, ‘‘intends’’, ‘‘targets’’, ‘‘aims’’,
‘‘projects’’, ‘‘estimates’’, ‘‘plans’’, ‘‘assumes’’ or ‘‘anticipates’’ or the negative thereof or
other variations thereon or comparable terminology, or by discussions of strategy that
involve risks and uncertainties. In addition, from time to time, representatives of VIST have
made or may have made or may make forward-looking statements orally or in writing.
Forward-looking statements include statements concerning Code Monster / VIST Holding
Company, VIST, or VIST Assets’ plans, objectives, goals, strategies, future events, future
revenues or performance, capital expenditures, financing needs, plans or intentions relating
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to acquisitions, competitive strengths and weaknesses, business strategy and the trends we
anticipate in the industries and the political and legal environment in which VIST operates
and other information that is not historical information. These forward-looking statements
and other statements contained in this Document regarding matters that are not historical
facts involve projections and predictions. No assurance can be given that such future results
will be achieved; actual events or results may differ materially as a result of risks and
uncertainties facing VIST and its Team. Such risks and uncertainties could cause actual results
to vary materially from the future results indicated, expressed or implied in such forwardlooking statements.
No person, entity or party whether corporate or otherwise should or may treat the contents
of this Document as advice relating to legal, taxation, financial or any other matters and are
advised to consult their own professional advisers concerning any matters in connection with
this Document.
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